Oldbury on Severn NDP Site Assessment Process and Rationale
The Oldbury NDP was initiated in October 2016 but its roots go further back to the work the Parish
Council undertook in cooperation with SGC which became known as the Rural Housing Review
Consultation 20141 this can be found by accessing the link referred to below .

This looked at 14 different areas as indicated on the map below :-

South Glos Council concluded from this work that due to the high risk of flooding and other
significant environmental constraints in the area, opportunities for further development were very
limited.(see Column 4 Appendix 1) No further action was taken initially, but when the implications
of the conclusions were examined in some detail it was decided by the Parish Council to seek
further advice . Approaches to the Environment Agency led to advice that first and foremost there
was a need to commission a Proportionate Strategic Flood Risk (level 2) for Oldbury .
A consultant was engaged , an assessment undertaken and a report issued2 . This was the key
document to start the assessment process as Flood risk was the main consideration to be given in
determining the potential development sites . A summary of the outcome in shown in column 1 of
Appendix 1 .
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https://consultations.southglos.gov.uk/gf2.ti/f/486146/13789829.1/PDF//Oldbury_Consultation_Document.pdfOldbury_Consultation_Document.pdf
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https://www.southglos.gov.uk/environment-and-planning/planning/planning-policy/planning-policymonitoring-reports/local-development-framework/flood-risk/

At the conclusion of the flood risk assessment 3 sites had been ruled out as unsustainable for
Potential Development
A detailed assessment of the remaining 11 sites was undertaken by Aecom and the report published
in April 2018 3 (Oldbury-on-Severn Neighbourhood Plan Site Assessment Report). The assessment
covered an area of circa 30ha. The assessment concluded that 6 of the sites could not be
recommended and that of the remainder 3 had green belt issues one . Of the remaining two, Site 2
was in close proximity to Site 3 and had heritage issues to be considered . The remaining site was
considered suitable for further consideration. The summary of these findings is graphically displayed
in column 2 of Appendix 1.
The Working Group, with the benefit of these three key documents felt that 5 sites required
further consideration. Additionally a Village Character Assessment4 was undertaken by the Working
Group with guidance from a Planning consultant.
The next consideration was the availability of these sites should they be selected. The Landowners
were approached and at that stage all indicated an interest, hence all 5 sites remained for further
consideration.
By this time , two community engagement events had been staged with good attendance from
residents, publicising the process and the decisions that had been made as the plan progressed.
The Working Group felt that the progress made had the communities backing
In the Autumn of 2018 an approach was made to Historic England to understand their involvement
in the process. They provided useful information, which would, when the Working Group undertook
detailed assessment of the final proposal sites (regulation 14 stage) be used.They also advised that
it would be sensible to liaise with the SGC Conservation Team .
Representatives of the Working Group met with SGC Officers to discuss the next steps in plan
preparation and it was decided at that meeting , based on conclusions already decided by the
Working Group that two of the sites would not be put forward . This left 3 sites for more
consideration of heritage and ecological issues . The Conservation Officer agreed to undertake a
field visit and assessment of these three sites . Column 6 of Appendix 1 summarises the outcome.
This information was also taken into account when the NDP Working Group met to finalise the
proposals to put forward to SGC .
The conclusion of this very long process requires that the sites that are finally put forward have
been appropriately assessed in terms the significance and relevance of heritage assets when
considering the impact development may have on them and how the community feel about this.
In addition to the information previously described the draft Advice Note on Neighbourhood
Planning and the Historic Environment published by Historic England5 has been used as a guide
when examining the evidence including community feedback on the three sites submitted in the
Screening Version (version 3 of the NDP). Refer to Appendix 2.
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http://www.neighbourhooddevelopmentplan.oldburyonsevern.org.uk/neighbourhood_plan_assessment_repo
rt.pdf
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http://www.neighbourhooddevelopmentplan.oldburyonsevern.org.uk/village_character_assessment.pdf
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https://historicengland.org.uk/content/docs/guidance/neighbourhood-planning-advice-noteconsultation-draft-pdf/

The final conclusion arrived at by the Working Group was that a balance has to be struck between
the sustainability of the community for the future and any perceived negative impacts generated
by new development. In embarking on a Neighbourhood Plan the issue of Flood Risk has been
addressed and the proposed developments demonstrate the sequential approach which has been
taken . The Aecom Site assessment using the flood risk assessment and the experience of qualified
consultants rationally reduced the number of site being assessed for reasons stated in their report.
Of the 14 identified sites 9 had been discounted at the end of this stage.
The comments from Historic England and South Gloucestershire Council Planning/Conservation
Team when considered in depth resulted in two further sites being discounted leaving three for the
Working Group to consider in detail.
There are some differences of opinion between the Working Group and the information provided
by the other interested parties . This has been carefully considered given the vision and objectives
set for the plan which have been supported by the community at a number of engagement events.
The principle of a Neighbourhood Plan which has to conform to certain basic conditions is that the
community can determine the significance of how development might impact on the existing
environment whether that be ecological or heritage .
On balance it is felt that the proposals contained within the screening version of the Oldbury
Neighbourhood Plan provide a balance to the opinions of all concerned and that the assessment
process was sufficiently thorough to achieve this.
It is confirmed that the 3 proposed sites in the screening version (issue 3 ) of the Plan should
remain.
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